EGT Interactive's Virtual Roulette prepares to set ICE
London into a spin
Following on from one of the company’s most successful years yet Ognyan Lekov,
Marketing Manager at EGT Interactive has confirmed it will debut a number of new titles at
this year’s ICE London, including a ground-breaking Virtual Roulette game, as the company
continues its global expansion and recruitment focus into 2019. Exploring the developing
online trends ahead for the industry, Lekov discusses the growing importance on the Latin
American mobile market, the potential of social games and why ICE London is THE
exhibition to make key deals for the year ahead.
What genius products/services will you be showing at ICE London and how will they
improve your customers’ business?
Throughout the last 12 months, we have been implementing а strict and consistent
expansion strategy of our portfolio, particularly across our classical online casino games.
This focus on a diverse range of themes, but in the classical casino category, has allowed
us to strengthen our performance whilst also providing variety to our customers. In 2019 we
will continue in the same direction by adding some key new additions, from the graphics
and strategy to how we interact with our players. At ICE London visitors to our stands (S4330, S4-350) will have the pleasure of getting acquainted with some of our most innovative
latest titles, including the brand new Virtual Roulette game set for release in 2019. We’re
very excited about this interesting product and I’d love to tell you more but I’ll keep the
details for the exhibition!
How important is ICE London for the iGaming sector and the industry as a whole?
ICE London is definitely one of the most important, or maybe the most important, gatherings
in the gambling industry. Since we take every exhibition we exhibit at or attend very
seriously, especially ICE London, we begin preparing our stand and the communication of
what we’re going to bring to the exhibition three or four months prior to the event. As with
every year, we are extremely pleased with the result – a brand new contemporary and
interactive booth based on the concept of some of our top performing HOT games created
in a very attractive design. The competition in this industry is huge, everyone puts a great
deal of investment and effort into their performance, so we did our homework and hope to
once again surprise the audience with variety of unique activities at our stand and on the
showfloor.
ICE London is a tradition and plays a huge part for every big player in the industry. Whether

land based or in the online business, everybody is there. It really is the first big show-off of
the year for the industry and most of the key deals are made here so everybody knows the
importance of this exhibition.
Where do you see the big growth opportunities taking place in 2019 and how are you
addressing those opportunities?
I’m sure it will surprise nobody but we believe the online business will continue to grow
rapidly as it has continued to do in recent years. This is inevitable as mobile devices and
mobile internet become ever more accessible and easy to handle. In addition, more and
more territories are beginning to allow online gaming and for us, one of the freshest markets
is Brazil. Now is the time for Brazil’s potential to be tapped as a hotbed for online gaming. At
present, Latin America represents a tiny share of the global online gaming marketplace at
just 4%, but it is the second fastest growing region in the industry, experiencing a rapid 20%
growth rate and we will be looking to continue our investment and expansion in the region
for years to come.
As a company we entered a number of key new territories in 2018, and of course we’ll try to
capitalize on that expansion in 2019. At this stage, we are enhancing our focus on Bosnia
and Herzegovina, Hungary, Denmark, Sweden and a few more which we are keen to
develop as the year progresses.
In your opinion what will be the key trends of 2019?
Online is the key so basically everything which is connected with internet technology.
Whether that’s VR or the expansion of social games, we believe the iGaming trend is going
to continue. Alongside our new titles we see development in the entertainment category and
if I’m being bold, then maybe holograms will start to trend in the year ahead. Watch this
space and stay tuned for the upcoming headlines in our portfolio as we continue to make
people play in 2019!
EGT Interactive will be debuting its new Virtual Roulette game alongside a full portfolio of
new titles and online casino software solutions from Stands S4-330 and S4-350 at this
year’s ICE London. For more information about the company’s complete showcase,
visit: egt-interactive.com

